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a b s t r a c t
Determining the cells of an arrangement of hyperplanes is a classical problem in
combinatorial geometry. In this paper we present an efficient recursive procedure to
solve it.
In fact, by considering a connection between the latter problem and optimality
conditions of unconstrained quadratic optimization problems in the following form:
(QP) min{xtQx | x ∈ {−1, 1}n}, with Q ∈ Rn×n, we can show the proposed algorithm
solves problems of the form (QP) in polynomial time when the rank of the matrix Q is
fixed and the number of its positive diagonal entries is O(log(n)).
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Consider a quadratic function q : Rn → R given by: q(x) = xtQx, with Q ∈ Rn×n. An unconstrained (−1, 1)-quadratic
optimization problem can be expressed as follows:
(QP) Z∗ = min{q(x) | x ∈ {−1, 1}n},
where {−1, 1}n denotes the set of n-dimensional vectors with entries either equal to 1 or −1. We consider here that the
matrix Q is symmetric and given by its spectrum, i.e. the set of its eigenvalues and associated unit pairwise orthogonal
eigenvectors. For our purposes we further assume that all the values occurring in the spectrum i.e. eigenvalues and entries
of eigenvectors are rational. Notice that elementary examples do not satisfy the latter requirement and that finding such a
representationwith accuracymaynot be simple, see e.g. [12]. This is however a usual restrictionwhendealingwith quadratic
problems using approaches making use of the spectrum of Q (e.g. [1]).
Problem (QP) is a classical combinatorial optimization problem with many applications, e.g. in statistical physics and
circuit design [3,13,17]. It is well-known that any (0, 1)-quadratic problem expressed as: min{xtAx+ ctx | x ∈ {0, 1}n}, A ∈
Rn×n, c ∈ Rn, can be formulated in the form of problem (QP) and conversely [14,6].
Problem (QP) is known to be NP-hard in general [15]. Some polynomially solvable cases have been identified, e.g.:
1. when the matrix Q has nonpositive off-diagonal entries only [16]
2. when the matrix Q has fixed rank and the continuous relaxation of (QP) has an optimal solution in {−1, 1}n [1,5].
The contribution of the present paper is 3-fold:
1. We extend the knownpolynomially solvable cases of (QP) towhen thematrixQ has fixed rank and the number of positive
diagonal entries is O(log(n)).
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2. We introduce a new polynomial-time algorithm for solving problem (QP) when it corresponds to such a polynomially
solvable case.
3. Preliminary experiments indicate that the proposed method is computationally efficient. (Note that it has been used as
a subroutine to compute bounds for the maximum cut problem in [4].)
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2we introduce properties that are verified by all optimal solutions of (QP). A
geometrical interpretation of these properties is then presented in Section 3 where we also describe a recursive procedure
for determining the cells of an arrangement of hyperplanes. This is the basis of the proposed algorithm for solving the
afore mentioned polynomially solvable cases of (QP) which is introduced in Section 4. Computational results comparing
this approach with the procedure by Ferrez et al. [11] are reported in Section 5. We finally draw some conclusions and
perspectives in Section 6.
2. Properties of optimal solutions for peculiar instances of (QP)
Let us first introduce some notation to be used hereafter. The rank of matrix Q is equal to p ≤ n. The p non-zero
eigenvalues of Q are denoted by λ1(Q ) ≤ λ2(Q ) ≤ · · · ≤ λp(Q ) (or more simply λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λp when clear
from the context) and the corresponding unit (in Euclidean norm) and pairwise orthogonal eigenvectors: v1, . . . , vp. The
j-th entry of the vector vi is denoted vij. Given some set of vectors a1, . . . , aq ∈ Rn, q ∈ N, the subspace spanned by these
vectors is denoted by Lin(a1, . . . , aq).
In this section we shall make the following assumptions on the matrix Q :
(i) Q has rank p ≤ n,
(ii) Q has nonpositive diagonal entries only, and
(iii) Q is given by its set of rational eigenvalues and eigenvectors: Q =∑pi=1 λivivti .
Assumption (i) is already implied by Assumption (iii).
Consider a vector y ∈ {−1, 1}n satisfying ∑pi=1 λiαivij > 0 and yj = 1, for some index j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, with
αi = ytvi,∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Let yj ∈ {−1, 1}n denote the vector differing from y only at the j-th entry: (yj)j = −1 and













i = ytQy, where the last inequality follows from
∑p





ij = Qjj ≤ 0 (Assumption ii).
Hence we have the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Any optimal solution y∗ to the problemminy∈{−1,1}n ytQy satisfies the following implications:
p−
i=1
λiαivij > 0⇒ y∗j = −1 (1)
p−
i=1
λiαivij < 0⇒ y∗j = 1.  (2)
Implications of Proposition 1 can also be seen to correspond to first order optimality conditions.
If we now assume that, for some index j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, an optimal solution y satisfies:∑pi=1 λiαivij = 0, with yj = ±1















ij = Qjj = 0, i.e. the j-th entry of the
diagonal of the matrix Q is zero. In case vij = 0,∀i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, then row j can be ignored (i.e. an optimal solution y can
take value yj = ±1 and changing the sign of its j-th entry we get another optimal solution). So w.l.o.g., we shall assume
hereafter that for each index j ∈ {1, . . . , n} there exists at least one index i ∈ {1, . . . , p} with vij ≠ 0. To deal with this
situation one can proceed as follows. Assume that in the former representation of the matrix Q the eigenvalues λi and all
the entries of the eigenvectors vi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n} are expressed with a common denominator D. Let ϵ > 0 and consider the
matrix Qϵ =∑pi=1(λi − ϵ)vivti . In other words, (Qϵ)jj = Qjj − ϵ∑pi=1 v2ij . By the assumption above, Qϵ has no zero diagonal
entry, so that the case
∑p
i=1 λiαivij = 0 cannot occur for any optimal solution y of the problem minx∈{−1,1}n{xtQϵx}.
Proposition 2. Setting yϵ := Argminx∈{−1,1}n(xtQϵx) and
y∗ := Argminx∈{−1,1}n(xtQx), then, for ϵ > 0 sufficiently small, the equation (y∗)tQy∗ = ytϵQyϵ holds.
Proof. Let V ∈ Rn×p denote thematrixwhose columns correspond to the vectors v1, . . . , vp. From the definition of yϵ and y∗
we have: ytϵQϵyϵ ≤ (y∗)tQϵy∗ and ytϵQyϵ ≥ (y∗)tQy∗ (recall that Qϵ = Q −ϵVV t ). This leads to:−ϵ((y∗)tVV ty∗−ytϵVV tyϵ) ≥
ytϵQyϵ − (y∗)tQy∗ ≥ 0. Using the common denominator D of the entries of vectors vi and eigenvalues λi, ytϵQyϵ − (y∗)tQy∗ is
an integer multiple of 1/D3 while ((y∗)tVV ty∗ − ytϵVV tyϵ) is an integer multiple of 1/D2. LetM denote the sum in absolute
value of all the numerators of the entries of the matrix VV t . Then taking for ϵ the value 14MD , we get that necessarily
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0 ≤ ytϵQyϵ − (y∗)tQy∗ < 1D3 implying that (y∗)tQy∗ = ytϵQϵyϵ , i.e. the vectors yϵ and y∗ are optimal solutions for problem
(QP). Note that ϵ can be encoded polynomially in the size of the instance that is defined by the representation mentioned
in point (iii) above. 
From Propositions 1 and 2 it follows that in order to find an optimal solution of problem (QP) (potentially considering the
matrix Qϵ instead of Q as mentioned above), it suffices to enumerate over all the vectors y ∈ {−1, 1}n for which there exists











0,∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, with sign(x) = 1 if x > 0 and −1 if x < 0. Notice that if an integral vector y ∈ {−1, 1}n satisfies the
latter property for some vector α ∈ Rp, then−y satisfies the former. In the next section we investigate on finding such a set
of vectors.
3. Determining cells in an arrangement of n hyperplanes
Let v1, . . . , vp ∈ Rn denote p independent vectors. Let V ∈ Rn×p denote the matrix whose columns correspond
to the vectors v1, . . . , vp and Vi the i-th row of V . From this set of vectors we define n hyperplanes in Rp: Hj =
α ∈ Rp | Vj.α =∑pi=1 αivij = 0 with j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then we can notice that there is a one-to-one correspondence





i=1 αivij ≠ 0,∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and the cells (i.e. the full dimensional regions) in Rp of the hyperplane arrangementA(H)
that is defined by the family of hyperplanes (Hj)nj=1. To see this just interpret the sign vector y as the position vector of the
corresponding cell c w.r.t. an orientation of the space by the vector Vj: cell c is above hyperplane Hj iff yj > 0 and under
otherwise.
For a general arrangement in Rp that is defined by n hyperplanes (see e.g. [7,18] for further elements on arrangements),






(which is in O(np)). (For a proof we refer the reader e.g., to Lemma 1.2
in [7]). In our case, since all the hyperplanes considered contain the origin (i.e. the arrangement is central), this number
reduces to O(np−1) (see Section 1.7 in [7]).
Two main approaches seem to emerge in the literature for determining the cells in a central arrangement:
• One is based on the incremental algorithm [7,8]. Here the basic idea consists in iteratively adding an hyperplane to the
current arrangement. At each iteration all the regions intersected by the currently added hyperplane are determined and
the arrangement is updated accordingly. This algorithm has time complexity O(np−1). The main disadvantage is a large
memory requirement: the space required is proportional to the output size.
• Another approach is based on the reverse search algorithm [2]. Although it has higher time complexity (inO(n LP(n, p) C)
where C denotes the number of cells inA(H) and LP(n, p) is the time needed to solve a linear programwith n inequalities
and p variables) it seems to be of more practical interest because of a reduced space complexity that is polynomially
bounded in the input size [11].
We describe hereafter a simple procedurewith time complexity lying between these two approaches in order to compute
a set of vectors in {−1, 1}n corresponding to a description of a set containing the cells of the arrangement A(H). Space
complexity is shown to be polynomially bounded by the output size. Then one may ask for the interest of this method by
comparison with the former ones. To our view it is 2-fold:
1. it is very easy to understand and implement,
2. computationally, by using proper data structures (to be specified later) we could solve instances of the same magnitude
as the ones reported in [11], without parallelization and very efficient computation times.
A vector y ∈ {−1, 1}n will correspond to the polyhedron that is defined by {α ∈ Rp | Vi.α ≤ 0,∀i ∈ I− and Vi.α ≥
0,∀i ∈ I+}, with I+ = {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} | yi = 1} and I− = {1, . . . , n} \ I+. So recall that the cells inA(H) exactly correspond
to the full dimensional polyhedra of the latter type. For our purposes a set of vectors describing the cells is represented in
the following way: we have an initial vector y0 ∈ {−1, 1}n and L: a chained list of sets of indices Ind, where Ind denotes a
set of indices in {1, . . . , n} corresponding to variables yi that are multiplied by−1. Starting with y0 and considering the first
subset of indices Ind in the list L we get a vector y ∈ {−1, 1}n such that Ind = {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} | yi ≠ yi}. Then, replacing
y0 by y and iterating this way over all the elements in L, we get a set of vectors in {−1, 1}n describing polyhedra in the
arrangementA(H) as mentioned above.
Next we introduce two procedures for determining the cells of an arrangement of n hyperplanes in Rp: they will
correspond to the cases p = 2 and p ≥ 2, respectively. In order to simplify the presentation we will assume that for
each call of these procedures, the input matrix V as introduced before contains no zero nor collinear rows or columns. Such
cases can be easily handled:
• a zero row or column in the original matrix V can be ignored. The coefficient associated with a zero row can be set with
any value±1.
• among a set of collinear columns just keep a single one.
• among a set of collinear rows just keep a ‘‘representative’’ one in the system and remove all the others after their indices
and associated scalar signs w.r.t. the ‘‘representative’’ row have been stored.
We start introducing the procedure for computing a list containing a representation of all the cells inA(H) for the case
p = 2.
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3.1. The case p = 2
The procedure is based on the observation that since the arrangement considered here is central, if a vector y ∈ {−1, 1}n
represents a cell, the same holds for the vector−y. It follows that in order to determine all the vectors associated with cells
it suffices to know all the ones on one side of some hyperplane, since all the others can be obtained by the component-wise
opposite vectors.
Assume that we are given two vectors v1, v2 ∈ Rn and that we want to determine the full dimensional polyhedra in the
arrangementA(H) they define. From the afore mentioned observation we may first find all the full dimensional polyhedra
that are above the hyperplane H1, by considering the arrangement that is defined by H2, . . . ,Hn in the affine subspace
H ′1 = {α ∈ R2 | V1.α = 1}which is of dimension 1: hence the cells of this arrangement are intervals whose extremities are
either unbounded or correspond to an intersection H ′1 ∩ Hj for some j ∈ {2, . . . , n}.
These intersectionsmaybe easily determined: using the equation definingH ′1 and assumingw.l.o.g. that v21 ≠ 0 (possibly
by permuting rows and/or columns), we may eliminate variable α2 from the system of equations Vj.α = 0, j ∈ {2, . . . , n},
thus obtaining a system V j.α1 = bj, with (V j, bj) ∈ R2, j ∈ {2, . . . , n}. Notice that the assumption on the non-collinearity




| j ∈ {2, . . . , n}

is properly defined. Note furthermore that




Assume now that we order the values in F :
bi2
V i2
< · · · < bin
V in
, with i2, . . . , in ∈ {2, . . . , n}. These values define n intervals
in R :] − ∞, bi2
V i2
[, . . . , ] bin
V in
,+∞[. And note in addition that any cell of A(H) above H1 contains a point α ∈ R2 with α1
belonging to any such interval. Let I denote any one of these intervals. For any value α1 ∈ I we have either V j.α1 > 0 or
V j.α1 < 0 (for any j ∈ {2, . . . , n}) and these order relations remain invariant in the interval I . This means that any such
interval I corresponds to a cell of the arrangement considered in H ′1 and it can be seen that the converse also holds.
The whole procedure is described in Pseudo-code 1. We just explain the two first steps of the procedure.
Step 3 of Pseudo-code 1 sets the values of the integral vector y0 corresponding to the cell of A(H) whose intersection
with H ′1 corresponds to points α ∈ R2 with α1 ∈] − ∞, bi2V i2 [. Then increasing α1, the integral vector denoting the cell of
A(H)whose intersection with H ′1 corresponds to vectors α ∈ R2 with α1 ∈] bi2V i2 ,
bi3
V i3
[ is determined by simply changing the
i2-th component of y0. This is applied iteratively in order to determine all the cells intersecting H ′1. In order to get all the
other cells ofA(H) it is then left to add to the integral vectors in {−1, 1}n currently represented the opposite of each (which
is the last part of step 4 when adding toL the set of indices {1, . . . , n} and the subsets that were already present inL before
this last insertion, in reverse order).
Pseudo-code 1. Determination of the cells of the arrangementA(H) for p = 2.
Input: v1, v2 ∈ Rn, defining a system of equations as presented above (no zero nor collinear rows/columns) and w.l.o.g.
such that v21 ≠ 0.
Output: (y0,L): a representation of a set of vectors in {−1, 1}n containing a representation of all the cells of the
arrangement defined by v1, v2.
1/ Express each equation Vj.α, j ∈ {2, . . . , n} in the affine subspace
H ′1 = {α ∈ R2 | V1.α = 1}, eliminating variable α2.
we get V j.α1 = bj, j ∈ {2, . . . , n}, bj ∈ R.
2/ Compute the set F = {( bj
V j
, j) | j = 2, . . . , n} and order its elements by increasing value bj
V j
;
3/ Set the initial vector y0 corresponding to the interval α1 ∈] −∞,minj bjV j [:
Set y01 := 1 ;
Set y0j := −sign(V j),∀j ∈ {2, . . . , n} ;
4/ Add {1, . . . , n} to the end of the listL. Then add all the elements ofL except the last one (i.e. {1, . . . , n}) in reverse order
at its end.
End.




α1 − α2 = 0.




Fig. 1. Illustration for Example 1.
The situation is depicted in Fig. 1.
There is no zero nor collinear rows in the original system of equations S3,2 = {Vj.α = 0, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, α ∈ R2}.
Eliminating variable α2 by considering the equation α2 = 1 corresponding to the hyperplane represented with a dotted
line in Fig. 1, we obtain the vector y0 = (1,−1,−1). The set F is given by: {(0, {2}), (1, {3})}. The output list we get is
therefore: L = ({2}, {3}, {1, 2, 3}, {3}, {2}). Hence the set of vectors corresponding to cells and represented by (y0,L) is
(1,−1,−1), (1, 1,−1), (1, 1, 1), (−1,−1,−1), (−1,−1, 1), (−1, 1, 1). So the first half of vectors represented correspond
to the cells of the arrangement intersecting the hyperplane H ′1 = {α ∈ R2 | V1.α = 1} (represented with a dotted line in
Fig. 1), whereas the second half corresponds to the cells intersecting H ′′1 = {α ∈ R2 | V1.α = −1}.
3.2. The case p ≥ 2
Next we introduce the procedure for the general case p ≥ 2. As for the case p = 2, in order to simplify the presentation
we do not consider in the given pseudo-code the case when a zero row or collinear rows/columns occur in the input matrix
V .
The basic principle lying behind Pseudo-code 2 can be expressed as follows. Given some integer q ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let
Aq(H) denote the arrangement in the subspace {α ∈ Rp | Vq.α = 0} that is defined by the hyperplanes (in Rp−1)
{Hj ∩ Hq | j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j ≠ q}. Any cell of Aq(H) (which is a region of dimension p − 1) corresponds to a facet of
exactly two cells c1 and c2 ofA(H). Since each cell ofA(H) intersects at least one hyperplane Hq, it is clear that by varying
the value of q, all cells will be generated at least once.
Pseudo-code 2. Determination of the cells of the arrangementA(H) for p ≥ 2.
Input: v1, . . . , vp ∈ Rn
Output: (y0,Lp): a representation of a set of vectors in {−1, 1}n containing a representation of all the cells of the
arrangement defined by v1, . . . , vp.
1/ If p = 2 then
Apply pseudo-code 1→ (y0,Lp) and return ;
2/ Else
For i from 1 to n do
Express the system of equations {Vj.α = 0, j ∈ {1, ..., n}, j ≠ i, α ∈ Rp} in the subspace Hi = {α ∈ Rp | Vi.α = 0}
and let {V .α = 0, α ∈ Rp−1} be the resulting system after row i and some column have been removed (V ∈
R(n−1)×(p−1)).
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Make a recursive call to pseudo-code 2 with input parameters the columns of V → (y0i ,Li) ;
Express y0i in R
n by adding one entry set to 1 (corresponding to index i) (removed from V to get V above) using the
equation defining Hi ;
For each subset of indices Ind that is represented inLi do
Increment by one all the indices in Ind that are greater than or equal to i ;
Insert {i} before Ind ;
End_for ;
Insert {i} in the last position of the listLi
End_for ;
3/ For i from 1 to n− 1 do
Add toLi in the last position the set Indwhere Ind denotes the set of entries of y0i+1 that are different from those of the
last element represented by (y0i ,Li)
End_for ;
4/ Set y0 := y01 and concatenate the listsL1, . . . ,Ln (in this order)→ Lp ;
End_if ;
End.
Let us state more precisely what is done in step 2. Each equation of the system V .α = 0 defines an hyperplane of the
subspace Hi. Then, the recursive calls result in a description (y0i ,Li) of the cells in Hi that are induced by the hyperplanes
Hi ∩ Hj, j ≠ i. The addition of the singleton i after each element in the list representing some cell c in Hi, leads to the
generation of one cell above and another one under Hi in the original space, each having c as a facet. Also, and since the
description of the cells in Hi corresponds to a set of vectors in Rn−1 we have to consider one additional entry corresponding
to the i-th component of the description vectors of the cells in the original spaceRn. Since the j-th row of the system V .α = 0
corresponds to the j-th (resp. j+ 1-th) hyperplane of the original system V .α = 0 if j < i (resp. j ≥ i), indices greater than
or equal to i in the listLi have to be incremented by one.
In step 3 we add to the end of the listLi the set of indices of the entries which differ between the last position vector that
is represented in (y0i ,Li) and the vector y
0
i+1. After this modification has been done for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we can then (Step
4) concatenate the listsL1, . . . ,Ln (in this order) so that all the position vectors that were represented in the separate lists,
are now represented in the single output list (y0,Lp).
3.3. Elimination of some redundancy
Some redundancies may occur in the output list, i.e. some vector in {−1, 1}n may be represented several times. However
we can easily show (by induction) that the size of the output list remains bounded in O(np−1) (see Lemma 1 in Section 4).
To reduce redundancy we describe below some modifications of Pseudo-code 1 and Pseudo-code 2 that allowed us to
get good computational experiments in Section 5. Notice that these modifications do not change the complexity analysis of
Section 4.
One of the main reasons of this redundancy is that each cell has generally many facets. When we project on hyperplane
Hi, we get all cells having Hi as a facet, but these cells can also have Hj (j < i) as a facet.
The number of iterations in step 2 of Pseudo-code 2 can be reduced from n to n− q+ 1 where q ≤ p stands for the rank
of the input matrix V . For, consider a cell c in the arrangement A(H) as introduced earlier and let Vc be the submatrix of
V whose rows correspond to the facets of c. Any row of V that is not present in Vc defines an inequality: either Vj.α ≤ 0
or Vj.α ≥ 0 (for some index j ∈ {1, . . . , n}) that is redundant w.r.t. those defining facets of c and corresponding to rows
represented in Vc . It follows that any such row not defining a facet of c (and which corresponds to a hyperplane passing
through the origin) can be expressed as a linear combination of those in Vc . From this we conclude that Vc must contain at
least q rows, and hence that n− q+ 1 iterations suffice in step 2 of Pseudo-code 2.
Further improvements are proposed to reduce redundancy. Let us focus again on the second step of Pseudo-code 2.When
we project on Hi, we get a new system of equations {Vj.α = 0, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j ≠ i, α ∈ Rp}. If Vj becomes zero for some
j < i, then all cells that will be obtained will also have Hj as a facet. Since these cells were already generated when we
projected on Hj, there is no reason to consider them again. In other words, if we get Vj = 0 after projection on Hi (i > j),
then we do not make the recursive call to Pseudo-code 2 for this value of i.
The same idea is also used in Pseudo-code 1. Suppose that after projection on hyperplane Hi, we get p = 2. Then we
have to find the cells of a two dimensional space using Pseudo-code 1. Remember that Pseudo-code 1 will compute some
intervals to find the cells. If one of these intervals has an intersection with an hyperplane Hj (j < i), then we can skip this
interval (and the cell corresponding to this interval).
A combination of these straightforward ideas allowed us to reduce redundancy by a factor of approximately 5 for the
largest instances of Section 5.
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4. Polynomially solvable cases for problem (QP)
We shall make use hereafter of the notation introduced in both last subsections. Recall that given Q = ∑pi=1 λivivti
satisfying the assumptions introduced at the beginning of Section 2, an optimal solution of problem (QP) corresponds to
a cell of the central arrangement A(H) that is defined by the vectors (λivi)
p
i=1. Using this feature, Pseudo-code 3 describes
how to compute Z∗. For shortness we do not mention the code for returning an optimal solution in the output since this is
trivial and does not affect the complexity results to be given next.
Pseudo-code 3. Solving (QP)
Input: a matrix (given by its spectral decomposition) Q =∑pi=1 λivivti
Output: the value Z∗
1/ Apply Pseudo-code 2 with input the vectors (λivi)
p
i=1 → (y0,L) ;
2/ Set y := y0 ;
3/ Compute αk := (y0)tvk, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , p} ;
4/ Set Z :=∑pk=1 λkα2k ;
5/ For each index set Ind that is represented inL do
For each index j ∈ Ind do
yj := −yj ;
αk := αk + 2yjvkj, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , p} ;
End_for ;
Set Z :=∑pk=1 λkα2k ;




Remark 1. The approach presented here for solving (QP) is suitable for parallelization. Also Pseudo-code 2 can be
sequentially applied on the projection of the original system on each hyperplane Hi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1} and the n − 1
lists of integer vectors stemming from these calls could be processed sequentially between each such call and removed
immediately, thus reducing memory requirements.
We next show that for fixed p, problem (QP) with a matrix Q satisfying the conditions introduced in Section 2 can be
solved in strongly polynomial time. We start giving a preliminary result on the size of the output from recursive calls to
Pseudo-code 2.
Lemma 1. For p ≥ 2, the total number of indices (i.e. the sum of the cardinalities of all the sets of indices) that are present in any
list Li in step 4 of Pseudo-code 2 is O(np−1).
Proof. We give a proof by induction on p.
Initialization: p = 2. It can be easily shown that the total number of indices (with multiplicities) that are contained in
the output list of any call to Pseudo-code 1 is upper bounded by 3n and is thus O(n).
Now assume p > 2 and that the proposition holds until p − 1 instead of p. In step 2 of Pseudo-code 2 the number of
indices contained in each listLi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} increases by |Li| + 1 (where |Li| stands for the total number of sets of
indices inLi), which isO(np−2) by the induction assumption. In step 4, by concatenating the listsL1, . . . ,Ln−1 results in a
list containing O(np−1) indices. 
Proposition 3. For fixed p ≥ 2, if the matrix Q (given by its nonzero eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors) has rank at most
p and nonpositive diagonal entries only, then problem (QP) can be solved in time O(np−1 log(n)).
Proof. The proof we give is by induction on p.
Initialization: p = 2. In Pseudo-code 1 the steps 1 and 3 can be performed in timeO(n), while step 2 can be done in time
O(n log(n)): For each index j ∈ {2, . . . , n}, we compute bj
V j
and then order these values. The latter takes time O(n log(n)).
Step 4 can be performed in time O(n), which follows from Lemma 1. Considering now Pseudo-code 3, trivially the steps 2,
3 and 4 can be performed in time O(n)while using Lemma 1 we can see that step 5 can be done in time O(np−1) (p is here
equal to 2).
Now assume p > 2 and that the proposition holds until p − 1 instead of p. Let us first consider the steps involved
in Pseudo-code 2. By the induction assumption, in step 2 each recursive call takes O(np−2 log(n)) time. In addition, from
Lemma 1 the total number of indices contained in any listLi is O(np−2). It follows that all the other steps of Pseudo-code 2
but also those of Pseudo-code 3 can be performed in time O(np−1 log(n)).
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Table 1
p = 3.
n # cells Time [11] # evals Time
10 92 0.151 128 <0.01
15 212 0.600 304 <0.01
20 382 1.338 544 <0.01
25 602 2.861 860 <0.01
30 872 5.880 1236 <0.01
35 1192 8.911 1680 <0.01
40 1562 15.069 2216 <0.01
45 1982 22.575 2824 <0.01
50 2452 34.608 3464 <0.01
55 2970 51.347 4076 0.01
60 3540 68.050 4816 0.01
65 4160 92.898 5648 0.01
70 4830 130.317 6572 0.02
80 6320 209.855 8608 0.02
90 8010 329.875 10820 0.04
100 9900 494.050 13380 0.04
200 39780 7673.705 53256 0.26
From the former we get that the number of elementary arithmetic operations is polynomially bounded. It is then left to
show that the size of the numbers occurring in the course of the algorithm is polynomially bounded by the size of the input.
As to the numbers occurring in the systems considered in step 2 of Pseudo-code 2, the latter can be shown analogously to
the proof of polynomiality of the Gaussian elimination method [9]. In fact, there are at most p − 1 consecutive projections
that are performed when our procedure is applied (since the value of p decreases after each projection). This is why the
numbers involved in the algorithm remain under control (remember that p is fixed). 
In case the matrix Q has positive diagonal entries, let Ipos stand for the set of indices in {1, . . . , n} corresponding to positive
diagonal entries in Q . Then both implications (1)–(2) may not hold for indices j ∈ Ipos. To deal with this situation 2|Ipos|−1
calls to Pseudo-code 3 would suffice: for each combination of values in {−1, 1} for the entries with index in Ipos (except one,
since by a symmetry argument we can take any fixed entry with index in Ipos to take value 1), previously to each call, fix the
corresponding entries of the vectors to be considered in Pseudo-code 3. Then we get the following result.
Theorem 2. For a fixed integer p ≥ 2, if the matrix Q (given by its nonzero eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors) has rank at
most p and O(log(n)) positive diagonal entries, then problem (QP) can be solved in strongly polynomial time. 
Recently, Çela et al. [5] independently showed that problem (QP) can be solved in polynomial time if, for p fixed, the
matrixQ has rank atmost p and all the optimal solutions of the continuous relaxation are in {−1, 1}n. The latter case namely
contains the instances of (QP)with Q having rank p and all diagonal entries strictly negative.
5. Computational experiments
In this section we aim at giving a first insight on the computational performance of the approach presented above. After
describing the data used we report the results obtained.
The data used is taken from [10]. They consist of problems of the following form: max{xtQx | x ∈ {0, 1}n}, with Q a
symmetric positive semidefinite matrix of order n (with n = 10 up to 200), and rank p (with p = 3 up to 6). Variables are
in {0, 1} rather than {−1, 1} but it can be shown that an optimal solution can be obtained by enumerating all the position
vectors of the cells of an arrangement (as presented in Section 2), replacing the coefficient value−1 by 0, see also [11].
Computations have been obtained using an Intel Core Duo 2.60 GHz processor with 3.5 GB RAM. The algorithms were
coded using the C++ language and computations were performed using double precision.
In order to deal with imprecisions that may occur when projecting systems of equations (see Section 3), a row is
considered as having all its coefficients values equal to zero if their actual value is below 10−10 in absolute value. For such
rows our implementation generates the vectors corresponding to both possibilities (0/1). Hence it follows that some of the
0/1 vectors generatedmay not correspond to full dimensional polyhedra (i.e. some additional ‘‘useless’’ integral vectorsmay
actually be generated). In the tables displaying the results obtained we reported the number of cells as mentioned in [11]
(the field ‘‘# cells’’) and the number of integral vectors stemming from the recursive procedure (the field ‘‘# evals’’). So the
ratio # evals# cells reflects the repetition rate of the output list from the recursive procedure.
We also mention the number of cells and the computation times reported in [11] (‘‘Time [11]’’) that were obtained by a
reverse search approach using two processors of a 400 MHz dual-Pentium II PC and those of our procedure (field ‘‘Time’’)
using a single processor as mentioned above. So we stress here that the machines used in their experiments and ours differ
and hence this has to be taken into account for some comparison between both approaches (Tables 1–4).
What follows from the results obtained is that clearly the proposed approach is much more efficient w.r.t. computation
times than the reverse search. The drawback is an important memory requirement.
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Table 2
p = 4.
n # cells Time [11] # evals Time
10 260 0.772 1520 <0.01
15 940 4.748 5576 <0.01
20 2320 14.640 13952 0.01
25 4650 37.705 28320 0.02
30 8180 84.987 49704 0.05
35 13160 170.672 79800 0.08
40 19840 310.114 120248 0.12
45 28470 519.803 173582 0.18
50 39300 861.008 238720 0.26
55 52580 1344.746 318238 0.35
60 68560 2044.175 413896 0.47
65 87490 2932.053 527676 0.61
70 109620 4163.190 662046 0.82
Table 3
p = 5.
n # cells Time [11] # evals Time
10 512 2.090 17152 0.01
15 2942 16.654 110144 0.07
20 10072 79.546 389236 0.26
25 25902 314.498 1005948 0.75
30 55682 840.123 2166092 1.78
35 105912 1950.940 4110010 3.65
40 184342 4198.192 7143880 6.99
Table 4
p = 6.
n # cells Time [11] # evals Time
10 764 3.762 171844 0.1
15 6946 66.424 1969680 1.14
20 33328 479.358 10064776 6.84
25 110910 1974.542 34463942 25.91
30 293192 6511.729 92327852 75.17
We also implemented a simple procedure that, given a representation of integral vectors (as introduced in Section 3),
modifies it so that no integral vectors appears more than once. However using it in the recursive calls tends to increase
computation times quickly making the recursive approach inefficient w.r.t. computation times. Finding a better way of
removing redundancies in the lists is a matter for future research work.
6. Conclusion
We introduced a new approach for solving in polynomial time unconstrained quadratic optimization problems of the
following form:
(QP) min{xtQx | x ∈ {−1, 1}n}, with Q a symmetric matrix with fixed rank and whose number of positive diagonal
entries is O(log(n)). Also we reported preliminary computational results showing that the recursive procedure presented
here can be a valuable approach on some instances by comparison with a reverse search w.r.t. computation times.
Further computational studies would involve a parallelization of the code as mentioned in Section 4 in order to deal with
larger instances. Another research direction would involve looking for an efficient procedure eliminating redundancies in
the lists that are created recursively.
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